
Your Custom Foot Orthotics -- A User’s Guide



Introduction

Congratulations on your recent purchase from SoleScience! 

Enclosed in this guide, you’ll find lots of information about your 
new custom foot orthoses including how to break them in, how to 
use them in different shoes, information on footwear, and other 
frequently asked questions. 

As always, if you have any questions of concerns, don’t hesitate 
to contact your SoleScience Pedorthist at any time. We are here 
to help! 



Breaking in your Custom Foot Orthoses

When dispensing Custom Foot Orthoses our motto is, “if you don’t break them in slowly, they will break you in quickly!” 

Your Custom Foot Orthoses may alter the movement patterns of your foot and lower limb, causing the muscles and joints 
to move differently.  When muscles are being activated differently, or in some cases more often than they are used to, they 
become susceptible to fatigue. Mild muscle ache or tenderness is normal, but any significant change in pain, increase in 
pain or new pain is a sign to stop wearing the orthoses and come back for an adjustment.  Skin irritations and blisters are 
another indication that an adjustment is needed.  Many people will be able to manage the potential changes and others 
may not even notice.  However, for some people, new custom foot orthoses require a “break-in period”.   

When we dispense a new pair of orthoses, we advise trying them for half days to start.  From there, progressively increase 
the use each day.  If you can only make it until noon the first day, try to use them until 1 or 2pm the next day.  Within one 
week you should be able to spend the entire day using your orthoses comfortably.  If this is not the case, you should 
contact the clinic so they can be adjusted.  Custom orthoses should never be painful or uncomfortable. 

If you participate in any athletic activities (running, basketball, soccer etc.) you should make sure you are comfortable 
wearing them around all day before you use them for activity.  The last thing you want to do is go for a 10km run on the 
first day with your new orthoses and end up kms away from your house without being able to make it home comfortably. 



Moving your Orthoses between shoes

Your orthoses can be moved between different shoes as needed.  To 

remove them from the shoe they were fit to, lift the device out of the 

shoe by pulling up under the inside arch.  


To insert your orthoses into a different pair of shoes, remove the 

factory footbed and slide the orthoses in.


Feel inside the shoe to check the fit of the orthoses.  The front 

should fit neatly, should not rock back and forth, or tip in the shoe.  If 

the front of the device is too wide or long, and is riding up the sides 

of the shoe, it may need to be trimmed slightly for a better fit. 



How to trim your Orthoses (if needed)

Most of the time your orthoses will fit into your other shoes without 

needing any trimming.  If they do not fit quite right, you can easily 

trim them for a better fit.  First, remove the footbed and check it 

against the shape of your orthoses.  Align the heel of the footbed 

with the heel of your Orthoses and compare the shape of the 

forefoot.  Use a pen to carefully trace the edge that needs trimming.  

Using sharp scissors, trim along the traced line.  Check the fit in the 

shoe and trim further, if necessary.  If you are not comfortable doing 

so or are still unable to get your orthoses to fit properly into an 

alternate or new pair of shoes, contact us to have them adjusted.



Cleaning your Orthoses

With an abundance of active sweat glands in your feet, your shoes and orthoses may 

require occasional cleaning.  The best way to clean them is to remove them from your 

shoes and wipe them down with a damp cloth.  Using a small amount of dish soap and 

water, moisten the cloth and give the orthoses a thorough cleaning on the top, bottom 

and sides.  We also recommend using alcohol swabs to clean/disinfect our orthotics.  A 

gentle circular motion works best avoiding application of excess pressure.  Let the 

orthoses air dry in an area with abundant air circulation.  Avoid placing them near a 

wood stove, fireplace, hair dryer etc. to dry.  The orthoses are made from thermo-

moldable materials and may be damaged if exposed to excess heat.            



Can you hurt your new orthoses?!

Depending on your activity level, your orthoses should last anywhere from 2-5 years with normal use, 
potentially requiring a re-line along the way.  A re-line consists of removing the top layer of cushioning 
material from the orthotic and applying a new one.  When required, re-lines are free of charge!  

Things out side of “normal use” that may harm the device include:


Dogs- you would be surprised how often orthoses are chewed by dogs.  Make sure they remain in 
your shoes and if you remove them, keep them out of reach of any pets. 
Water- if your orthoses frequently get, and stay soaking wet, they have the potential to de-laminate.   
This is not to say that your orthoses can not withstand moisture, just be sure to remove them from 
your shoes and dry them in a safe place if they get wet. 
Heat- may cause them to warp or shrink.  When drying the devices make sure they are not too close 
to a heat source (fire place, hand dryer, etc.).  Heat may damage the materials your orthoses are made 
from.


As long as your custom orthoses are used for what they were designed for, you should not have to 
worry about harming them.  Over time they will wear.  If at any point you notice any tears in the 
covering material or feel that the cushioning or support offered by your orthoses are not what they 
once were, make an appointment with your Pedorthist to have them assessed.  



Will I become dependent on my Orthoses?
Whether off-the-shelf or custom made, we view the need for Orthoses in 2 ways: 

1. Your mechanics / foot structure are the cause of your pain- In this case, your Orthoses can be 

thought of like eye glasses, you will feel better while wearing the Orthoses and miss them when you are not.  

Such is the case in people who suffer from various types of arthritis (osteo or rheumatoid), Morton’s 

neuroma, metatarsalgia, tibialis posterior tendon dysfunction, or a movement disorder.  In this case, you may 

benefit from long-term use of foot Orthoses. 

2. Your mechanics / foot structure are keeping you from healing from an injury- In this case, we use the 

Orthoses as a tool to restore your ability, then taper you off. 

The Canadian board-certified Pedorthists at SoleScience don’t believe in keeping you in any type of 

Orthoses needlessly.  We will work with you to decide on an appropriate course of action.  If you don’t need 

Orthoses, we’ll tell you and suggest alternative options.  If after recovering from your injury you no longer 

require use of your orthoses we will be the first to inform you.  We know that education is crucial to restore 

your ability and will make sure that you understand everything every step of the way.




Different kinds of Orthoses

At SoleScience we strongly believe that your Custom foot orthoses should be 
transferable between a number of different shoes.  We design and fit your orthoses to 
work with as many of your appropriate shoes as possible. 


In cases where an orthosis needs to be fit to a lower volume shoe such as a pump or 
low volume dress shoe, this device may be limited in the number of shoes that it will 
work with.  This is one of the reasons why ample volume and a removable footbed are 
such integral pieces of the puzzle when purchasing footwear to work with custom foot 
orthoses.  


If your new orthoses do not fit into some of your other footwear, you have options! 

We offer a second pair, when made within 6 months of your first pair, at half price. 
We can alter the design of the second pair to be compatible with a specific style of shoe 
or to be used with skates, ski boots or cleats.




What are my footwear options?

There are a number of aesthetically pleasing casual dress shoes, both men’s and 

women’s, that are compatible with custom foot orthoses.  Brands such as Aravon, 

Dunham, Mephisto, Naot, Finn Comfort and Clarks, to mention a few, are available at 

your local specially shoe retailer.  One of the most important consideration when 

selecting an appropriate casual dress shoe is a removable footbed.  When purchasing 

casual dress shoes, ensure adequate room to accommodate both your foot and 

orthoses comfortably.  For more information and locations of specialty shoe stores 

please visit the Footwear Education section of our website.




What are my footwear options? (cont’d)

There are many sandals available today that are compatible with 
orthotics.  Naot, Cambrian, Aravon and Mephisto are examples.  
These sandals have removable footbeds, like most shoes, that 
can be removed and your orthoses put in their place. 


If those sandals aren’t for you, there are several other sandal 
options that are well structured and provide adequate support.  
One example is a Birkenstock sandal. Birkenstocks have a 
contoured cork footbed that provides moderate support.  
Another more casual example is the SOLE flip flop.  Unlike the 
typical flip-flop, the SOLE flip has a contoured rubber footbed 
similar to the Birkenstock.  The SOLE flips provide light support 
with a sporty look and feel.  If you are looking for a sandal with 
support and mild cushioning, Mephisto also makes a sandal with 
a contoured footbed.  Any of these sandals are a good secondary 
choice to using your orthotics in compatible sandals



How long do shoes last?

Like most things, shoes have a lifespan that is shorter than we may realize.  Over time 

and with use, the materials that provide support, cushion and absorb shock begin to 

break down.  Depending on how much you use your shoes, they may need to be 

replaced on different intervals.  Runners can easily track how often their shoes need to 

be replaced by keeping track of how many miles they been used for.  For runners, shoes 

should be replaced every 600-800 kilometres or every 8-12 months, whichever comes 

first.  For those who are less active, or do not track mileage, replacing your shoes every 

8-12 months is a good guideline.  Signs that it is time to replace your shoes include; 

creasing of the foam cushioning material in the mid layer of the shoe, worn down areas 

on the sole (particularly in the heel and ball of the foot), and any significant wear or holes 

in the upper of the shoe. 



Footwear modifications & stretching

For certain pathologies, there may not be off-the-shelf footwear that is 100% comfortable or appropriate.  

Cases such as leg length discrepancy may require an external lift to be built onto the shoes.  Other 

pathologies such as hallux valgus, bunion or bunionette may require your shoes to stretched to alleviate 

painful pressure points.  


There are two types of shoe stretchers.  The first is a general shoe stretcher which will provide a general 

stretch to the entire interior forefoot of the shoe, the second is a ball-and-ring spot stretcher.  This type of 

stretcher allows for focal point stretching.  Areas like the 1st metatarsophalangeal joint (the large joint behind 

your first toe) or your 5th metatarsophalangeal joint (the joint behind the base of your 5th toe) may require 

point specific stretching to accommodate painful bunions or bunionettes.  Certain shoes are far more 

receptive to stretching than others.  Certain synthetic materials or shoes with an abundance of stitching do 

not stretch well.  Shoes that work best for stretching are made from soft leathers and have few seams.  If 

you have an appropriate pair of shoes that are slightly too snug when worn with your Orthoses or are 

causing painful pressure on a bunion, please contact your Pedorthist to see if footwear stretching may be an 

option for you.




Footwear modifications & stretching (cont’d)

Sometimes, a simple change to how you lace 
up you shoe can alleviate the pressure on a 
painful area of the foot. Skip lacing is a 
common technique used to relieve pressure on 
the top of the foot from a bony prominence. 


To re-lace your shoes to reduce pressure on 
the top of your foot, simply skip one set of 
holes – don’t cross over, but rather go into the 
next hole on the same side. Continue lacing as 
usual for the remainder of the shoe. 



Follow-up

Appropriate follow up is one of the most important aspects of Pedorthic care.  Regardless of the 

components of your treatment plan, it is vital that you follow up with your Pedorthist.  At 

SoleScience, every Pedorthic treatment is accompanied by a follow-up. Depending on your 

needs, we may follow up with you via e-mail, a phone call or schedule an appointment.  The 

follow-up is used to track your progress on the road to recovery, assess the integrity of your 

orthoses (if they were part of your treatment plan), and provide directive for future care. 


If you require an adjustment prior to your scheduled 6-week follow up you are encouraged to 

contact the clinic where your orthoses were dispensed to set something up.  Do not feel that you 

have to persevere through any degree of discomfort.  The Canadian Certified Pedorthists at 

SoleScience are committed to continued follow up and encourage you to maintain contact if 

needed whether it has been 6 weeks or 2 years since your last appointment.  Follow up 

appointments are always free of charge! 



Keep in touch!

We’re always happy to see you. If there’s anything we can do, 
don’t hesitate to contact us at any time. 

Call us: 

E-mail us: 

Like us on FaceBook  

Follow us on Twitter

519-661-4141 

admin@solescience.ca 

https://www.facebook.com/SoleScience 

@SoleScience

mailto:admin@solescience.ca
https://www.facebook.com/SoleScience

